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Divertimento I (originally for English guitar)

James Oswald (1710–1769) [3:03]

Amoroso – Vivace – Gavotta

Arrangements from Scottish lute manuscripts:
2 Ladie lie near me
3 Mervell’s Sarabande
4 A Scotts Tune, by Mr. Lesslie
5 Holi and Faire
6 Swit Sant Nickola
7 The Canaries I
8 The Canaries II
9 A Scots Tune
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From Galloway (originally for clarinet)

Electric Counterpoint
I. Fast
13 II. Slow
14 III. Fast

Steve Reich (b. 1936)

LAD (originally for 9 bagpipes)
I. [Drones only]
16 II. The Slow Melody
17 III. The Fast Melody

Julia Wolfe (b. 1958)

[6:52]
[3:21]
[4:34]

12

Wemyss MS
Wemyss MS
Balcarres MS
Wemyss MS
Rowallan MS
Straloch MS
Straloch MS
Rowallan MS

[1:14]
[0:41]
[1:02]
[0:58]
[1:02]
[1:09]
[0:43]
[2:52]

[7:49]
[5:24]
[3:26]

15

18

Killer (originally for electric violin and tape)

David Lang (b. 1957)

Total playing time

[4:47]
[56:18]

James MacMillan (b. 1959) [2:53]

transcription by George Duthie edited by Sean Shibe
11

Motet I from Since it was the day of Preparation … James MacMillan
(originally for theorbo)
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Notes on the music
‘Have we today forgotten how to speak softly and with grace; or is the real danger that
we aren’t screaming loudly enough?’ – Sean Shibe
softLOUD is not supposed to make sense.
It’s not supposed to present an easy thesis
or a palatable middle ground. Delicate
seventeenth-century lute manuscripts (played
on classical guitar) do not segue smoothly into
abrasively, screamingly contemporary works
by David Lang and Julia Wolfe (played on
electric). This programme is not about finding
commonalities across the ages or arriving at
clean resolutions. The repertoire spans five
centuries and the point is what happens in
the junctions. Or rather, in the disjunctions.
It’s about feeling extremes and having the
conviction to voice them.

‘The classical world can be inward-looking,’ he
says. ‘The classical guitar world especially. Bach
is universally relevant, of course, but if you want
commentary that is pointed and furious, I’m not
sure the core repertoire of the classical guitar will
make people think more fervently. If you drag
someone off the street and play them Guiliani’s
Rossiniane, they’re not going to come away
saying, “Oh yeah, I feel your anger.”’

Given then-recent events, he says he felt driven
to create something that represented soft
and beautiful qualities that we’ve (regarding
Scottish lute manuscripts) quite literally
neglected. How to mourn the loss of expertise
Words like ‘timeless’ and ‘universal’ do not
and nuance in post-truth Brexit Britain? ‘With
apply: this album is Sean Shibe’s personal
something cyclical,’ he concluded, ‘righteous
response to a very specific time and place. The
and repetitive in its anger. I wanted to create
idea emerged from 2016, the year Donald Trump something relevant, of its time, that reflected
was elected president of the USA, the year an
the angst of a generation.’
idealistic young Labour MP called Jo Cox was
murdered in broad daylight, the year the UK
The power of music to convey social comment
voted to leave Europe, the year the term ‘postis in Shibe’s DNA. He was brought up in
truth’ entered the Oxford English Dictionary.
Edinburgh to English-Japanese parents who
run a small pottery in the Southside of the city.
Shibe felt alarmed and disenfranchised. He
At home, his father would play old coal-mining
grappled with his designation as a millennial,
anthems and anti-Thatcher protest songs on
as a Scot, as an artist. He wanted his work to
the guitar. Shibe pursued a training in classical
speak of the times and he didn’t want the fact
music rather than folk, but he never lost the
he was a classical guitarist to get in the way.
belief that music should question and vent.

He speaks of ‘directional ennui’ when it
comes to his own career. Shibe is a player
for whom technical accomplishment is not
an end point – in fact, it’s not even all that
interesting. That’s one reason he picked
up an electric guitar for the LOUD half of
softLOUD. ‘I found the lack of boundaries on
the instrument incredibly liberating,’ he says.
‘With an electric guitar, suddenly I’m not so
obsessed with perfect counterpoint and so
on. I can go beyond the physical parameters
of the instrument. It becomes about pedals
and extensions. It’s an over-and-beyond
instrument. It looks like a guitar, but the
potential is for so much more.’
The programme begins at its softest and
most sparse, with a Divertimento by
James Oswald – an entrepreneurial Scottish
musician born poor in the small Fife fishing
town of Crail in 1710. He worked his way
to London, published under an Italian
pseudonym in order to be taken seriously
and eventually became court composer to
King George III. Oswald wrote in miniature:
tiny works intended for the intimate privacy
of home rather than the public grandeur of
the concert hall. He was a fine fiddler and
cellist himself and he loved a good dance
tune. Despite his regal London surroundings
he never forgot his roots, and integrated
traditional Scottish forms into the florid
Italianate fashions of the time.

Lutes came to Scotland in the 1400s, but it was
a couple of centuries before the popular tunes
were written down. Most of the surviving
Scottish lute manuscripts date from the
seventeenth century, music collected by
members of various noble households around
the country. Some of the tunes are indigenous
– here we find the first notated settings of
‘Green Grow the Rashes’ and ‘Auld Lang
Syne’ – but many found their way to Scotland
via trading routes around Europe, and the
cross-fertilisation between national styles is
evidence of travelling musicians and a taste for
the cosmopolitan.
These manuscripts show us the roots of
what we now call Scottish music, and that
we were musical mongrels from the start.
They draw attention to the historic closeness
between ‘high’ and ‘low’ art – players would
happily jump between slow Scots airs and
flamboyant Italian ditties. For Shibe, putting
together his programme in 2016, as identity
politics dominated headlines and determined
voting habits, these lute manuscripts were
yet another reminder of how much we owe to
Europe and the free movement of people.
Shibe’s lute selection dips into four households.
From Wemyss Castle in Fife, where the young
Lady Margaret Wemyss (1630–1648) began
compiling her collection of French and Scottish
tunes from the age of 12, he chooses ‘Mervell’s
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Sarabande’, ‘Ladie lie near me’ and the
mysterious ‘Holi and Faire’. From the extensive
collection made at Balcarres, a few miles east
from Wemyss in Fife, he plays ‘A Scotts Tune,
by Mr. Lesslie’. From Rowallan, the earliest of
the lute manuscripts, collected 1612–1628,
he plays ‘Swit Sant Nickola’ and ‘A Scots
Tune’. And from Straloch in Perthshire, where
Robert Gordon of Straloch (1580–1661) was
one of the principal cartographers of Scotland,
contributing important maps to Blaeu’s
Atlas, Shibe selects ‘The Canaries’, music
that sounds strikingly modern with a vibrant,
propulsive bass line.
Shibe says that ‘the guitar is to lutes what
the piano is to harpsichords’. He navigates
matters of authentic performance practice
with pragmatism; in phrasing, ornamentation,
accompaniment patterns, chord voicing and
so on, his approach is stylistically informed but
loose. He says he’s willing to refashion this
music for his own political point. ‘Maybe I’m
being inappropriate in order to engage with
what this music might mean today,’ he says.
‘I think I’m OK with that.’
James MacMillan has long loved the
traditional music of Scotland and Ireland. He
learned country dancing as a boy and played
and sang in folk clubs in his twenties. His
music is full of old tunes and idioms. From
Galloway (2000), originally for solo clarinet,

shares the same bitter-sweet harmonic
inflections as the ancient lute manuscripts,
while Since it was the day of Preparation …
(2010–11) borrows from plainchant, Arabic
dances, Bach, Stravinsky and Britten – as well
as Renaissance music and Scottish fiddle
tunes. The music lingers in the far reaches
of tonal harmony, guitar timbre and melodic
abstraction. It’s a questioning, uneasy
threnody.
Steve Reich’s Electric Counterpoint (1987)
was written for the guitarist Pat Metheny, and
was the last in a series of pieces (Vermont
Counterpoint, New York Counterpoint) in which
single musicians play against pre-recorded
versions of themselves. The one contemplates
the many. This is solo music that shouts in
loud celebration of its plurality – a blithe mix of
jazz and pop, counterculture and non-Western
models. Central African horn music is refracted
through eight-voice canons. Reich’s cyclical
minimalism challenged establishment social
structures and empowered those on the
sidelines to feel welcome.
softLOUD ends in catharsis. The slow,
intense keening of LAD, originally scored for
nine bagpipes, is an outpouring of grief and
anger written by Julia Wolfe after the death
of a friend. David Lang’s Killer is abrupt and
iron-clad in its fury. Wolfe and Lang are both
New York-based composers who, particularly

through their ensemble Bang on a Can,
confronted the face-off between formal
uptown classical music establishments like the
Lincoln Center and the avant-garde downtown
jazz bars of the West Village. They founded
BOAC in the 1980s because they saw ‘making
new music as a utopian act’.
softLOUD shares that conviction. This album
is concerned as much with the frame as with
the painting. ‘I’m not trying to define what
any of this music meant when it was written,’
says Shibe. ‘I’m creating a programme whose
contrasts speak of a personal response to the
world around me.’
© 2018 Kate Molleson
Kate Molleson writes about music for
The Guardian and The Herald and is a presenter
for BBC Radio 3.

Sean Shibe
Sean Shibe is ‘one of the foremost guitarists’
(The Scotsman) of his generation. His approach
to the traditional classical guitar canon avoids
cliché and challenges all preconceptions.
In 2017 Sean Shibe’s debut solo album
release on Delphian Records was met with
critical acclaim and won him a nomination in
the BBC Music Magazine ‘Instrumental Award’
category. Dreams and Fancies (DCD34193)
is a recording that explores the fruits of
Julian Bream’s history of commissioning in
the twentieth century alongside music by
Dowland and was named Editor’s Choice
in Gramophone as well as BBC Music
Magazine’s Instrumental Choice.
Born in Edinburgh in 1992 of English
and Japanese heritage, he studied at the
Royal Conservatoire of Scotland and with
Paolo Pegoraro in Italy. At the age of 20 he
became the first guitarist to be selected for
the BBC Radio 3 New Generation Artists
scheme, and the only solo guitarist to
be awarded a Borletti-Buitoni Trust Fellowship.
He was a YCAT artist between 2015 and 2017.
He has performed at internationally renowned
venues including the Aldeburgh, Bath
International and Heidelberger Frühling festivals.
He has returned to the Marlboro Summer
Music Festival on the invitation of Mitsuko
Uchida, and has toured extensively in China.

With an acute interest in commissioning new
works for the instrument, Sean Shibe has
recently premiered new pieces by Michael
Murray, whilst appearing as soloist with the
Scottish Ensemble; future recordings include
John Adams’ Naive and Sentimental Music
with the Royal Scottish National Orchestra.
He has appeared with the BBC Scottish
Symphony Orchestra, Scottish Chamber
Orchestra, BBC National Orchestra of Wales
and BBC Symphony Orchestra performing
Rodrigo’s Concierto de Aranjuez and Fantasía
para un Gentilhombre, the Malcolm
Arnold and Villa-Lobos concertos, and
recording Takemitsu’s To the Edge of
Dream. Collaborators include the BBC
Singers, Danish String Quartet, cellist Isang
Enders, harpsichordist Mahan Esfahani and
singers Ben Johnson, Robert Murray and
Robin Tritschler.
His awards include the Royal Over-Seas
League First Prize and Gold Medal (2011),
Ivor Mairants Guitar Award (2009), a Dewar
Arts and D’Addario endorsement. He is
grateful for support from the Hattori Trust.
softLOUD premiered at the East Neuk
and Edinburgh Fringe festivals in 2017.

Also available on Delphian
Dreams and Fancies: English music for solo guitar
Sean Shibe

Remember me my deir: Jacobean songs of love and loss
Fires of Love

DCD34193

DCD34129

Barely half a century ago, the guitar was such a rarity in the concert
hall that even an outstanding player like Julian Bream was remarkable
as a pioneer as much as for his exceptional technique and musicality.
Today, by contrast, the field is richly populated – thanks not only to
Bream’s own inspiring example to younger players but also to the vastly
increased repertoire, so much of which he also instigated. Yet even
in this new heyday for the instrument, Sean Shibe – whose full album
debut here nests among four of those Bream-commissioned works
a clutch of Dowland pieces from a previous Elizabethan Golden Age –
stands out as a truly uncommon talent. ‘I want to hear his interpretation
of Britten’s Nocturnal over and over,’ wrote David Nice in an awed recent
concert review. ‘This, for me, is the definitive performance.’

Fires of Love follow in the footsteps of King James VI, deftly weaving
their way through Scotland’s rich tapestry of historic manuscripts to
unveil attractive unsophisticated melodies, often heavily imbued with
the French style, before travelling south to London, where James and his
musicians would have been taken aback by the highly active theatre scene.
Shakespeare’s texts give rise to compelling settings, from the plaintive
‘And will he not come again’ to the risqué joviality of ‘St Valentine’s Day’.
As the Scots courtier-musicians nimbly traded French influence for
London’s ‘Englished’ Italian style, one wonders: did they regretfully look
homewards? ‘Remember me, my deir …’

Francisco Guerau: Marionas
Gordon Ferries baroque guitar
DCD34046

Following his much lauded disc of music by Spanish composer
Gaspar Sanz, Gordon Ferries weaves his way through the seductive
labyrinth of Francisco Guerau’s ‘harmonic poem’ – sensual ballads,
sublime passacalles and the virtuosic dance music of baroque Spain’s
fiery underbelly. Ferries’ playing brings this beguiling world to life
with elegance and passionate vitality.
‘dispatched with artistry and supreme stylishness’
— International Record Review, February 2008

‘The performances are gentle, intimate and never less than beguiling’
— Sunday Times, December 2013
Scotland at Night: choral settings of Scottish poetry
Laudibus / Mike Brewer
DCD34060

The virtuosic young singers of the chamber choir Laudibus take on an
inventive programme of settings of Scottish poetry by some of today’s
leading composers, with texts ranging from John Barbour and Henry
the Minstrel to Alexander McCall Smith. From the ethereal tenderness
of Tom Cunningham’s Lullaby to the muscular angularity of Ronald
Stevenson’s A Medieval Scottish Triptych, Laudibus responds with affection,
athleticism and an extraordinary expressive range. Mezzo-soprano Beth
Mackay contributes solo Burns settings by Arvo Pärt and Howard Skempton.
‘… burnished performances of Burns texts set by James MacMillan,
Howard Skempton and even that holiest of minimalists, Arvo Pärt.
The throbbing intensity of So Deep and the mystical resonances in
The Gallant Weaver are surely among the most treasured and most
heartfelt of MacMillan’s works’ — The Scotsman, May 2009

DCD34213
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